The visual span refers to the number of adjacent characters that can be recognized in a single glance. It is viewed as a sensory bottleneck in reading for both normal and clinical populations. In peripheral vision, the visual span for English characters can be enlarged after training with a letter-recognition task. Here, we examined the transfer of training from Korean to English characters for a group of bilingual Korean native speakers. In the pre- and posttests, we measured visual spans for Korean characters and English letters. Training (1.5 hours \( \times \) 4 days) consisted of repetitive visual-span measurements for Korean trigrams (strings of three characters). Our training enlarged the visual spans for Korean single characters and trigrams, and the benefit transferred to untrained English symbols. The improvement was largely due to a reduction of within-character and between-character crowding in Korean recognition, as well as between-letter crowding in English recognition. We also found a negative correlation between the size of the visual span and the average pattern complexity of the symbol set. Together, our results showed that the visual span is limited by common sensory (crowding) and physical (pattern complexity) factors regardless of the language script, providing evidence that the visual span reflects a universal bottleneck for text recognition.

Introduction

Human pattern recognition is limited by available visual information within a glimpse. The visual span, referring to the number of identifiable letters within one fixation, reflects such sensory limits on reading (Legge et al., 2007). In peripheral vision, the size of the visual span for English characters can be enlarged by letter recognition training, accompanied by an improvement in reading speed of 40\% or more (e.g., Chung, Legge, & Cheung, 2004). This training paradigm has potential value for reading rehabilitation for people who have lost their central vision.

But what exactly is learned through the training, and can the training benefit generalize to untrained conditions? A reduction of crowding has been shown to be the major component of the training-related enlargement of the visual span (He, Legge, & Yu, 2013). The enlargement can transfer to an untrained visual-field location (Chung et al., 2004; He et al., 2013; Yu, Legge, Park, Gage, & Chung, 2010) or to an untrained print size (Yu et al., 2010). This transfer suggests that the effect is not retinotopically specific and can tolerate some variance in the size of the stimuli. However, it is not known whether the training effect is specific to the set of trained symbols.

One possible symbol-specific mechanism of the improvement is to learn better templates for letter recognition. Gold, Sekuler, and Bennett (2004) found that human subjects used suboptimal perceptual templates for pattern discrimination, but training modified their templates and yielded better performance. If enlarged visual spans are caused by subjects learning more precise templates of the trained symbols, we would not expect transfer of training to an untrained set of symbols.

Alternatively, the underlying mechanism of the improvement could be non–symbol specific. For example, Sun, Chung, and Tjan (2010) found that training to read flanked letters may have adjusted the spatial extent of the perceptual window used for
template matching. Their ideal observer analysis revealed that the effect of crowding was to increase equivalent input noise and to decrease sampling efficiency. Training either decreased noise by reducing an inappropriately large perceptual window or increased efficiency by enlarging an inappropriately small perceptual window. If enlargement of the visual span is caused by the same mechanism, training would transfer to an untrained symbol set.

Here, to test whether the underlying mechanism of the learning is symbol specific, we trained Korean-English bilingual participants to recognize Korean characters and examined whether the training transferred to better English letter recognition. Transfer would imply a non–symbol-specific learning mechanism that is not primarily due to sharpening of the character templates.

We chose Korean rather than other languages for two reasons. First, despite the differences in the symbols, both Korean and English writing are alphabetic and therefore comparable. The basic set of components that make up Korean characters contains 24 letters (14 consonants and 10 vowels; Figure 1A), close to the set size of 26 lowercase English letters.

Second, the structure of Korean characters may be informative about the role of crowding. Unlike English writing, in which letters are arranged horizontally, Korean components, each representing either a consonant or a vowel, are assembled into blocks to form characters (Figure 1B). These characters are then arranged horizontally to create words. Therefore, both within-character and between-character crowding is present in Korean reading. For English, the major sensory limit of the size of the visual span is crowding (He et al., 2013; Pelli et al., 2007), and reduced crowding is the largest contributor to training-related enlargement of the visual span (He et al., 2013). Using Korean script allows us to further tease apart the influence of within- and between-character crowding on the size of the visual span. We used a two-stage model (He et al., 2015; see the Methods section) to investigate the roles of within- and between-character crowding before and after training to better characterize the underlying mechanism of the training.

When studying crowding, an important physical property of the symbols to be considered is their pattern complexity. Pattern complexity is known to influence the magnitude of crowding and the size of the visual span (Bernard & Chung, 2011; Wang, He, & Legge, 2014; Zhang, Zhang, Xue, Liu, & Yu, 2009). Thus, we also examined the relationship between pattern complexity and the size of the visual span with the way training changes this relationship.

To summarize, our study aims to address whether or not the mechanism underlying the peripheral letter-recognition learning is symbol specific. To this end, we examined whether training to read Korean characters transferred to enlargement of the visual span for English letters. We used a two-stage model to analyze the changes in within- and between-character crowding after training. We also evaluated the effect of pattern complexity on the size of the visual span. Our results shed light on the common sensory and physical constraints limiting pattern recognition and provided further evidence for a non–symbol-specific mechanism underlying training.
Methods

Participants

Nine native Korean speakers (four men) were recruited from the University of Minnesota (mean age = 21.8 years; range = 19–24 years). All subjects were fluent in English and were able to type in both English and Korean dexterously. Participants all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with binocular acuity of −0.04 ± 0.01 logMAR (mean ± SEM, measured by Lighthouse Near Acuity Chart, Lighthouse Low Vision Products, Long Island City, NY). The protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board and was in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave informed consent prior to the experiment.

Stimuli and apparatus

The stimuli consisted of black text (English or Korean) on a white background (background luminance 102 cd/m²; Weber contrast = 98%), presented at 10° in the lower visual field. We used a NEC MultiSync CRT monitor (model FP2141SB-BK, NEC, Tokyo, Japan; refresh rate = 100 Hz; spatial resolution = 0.05°/pixel) controlled by a Mac Pro Quad-Core computer (model A1186, Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). The stimuli were generated and presented using MATLAB R2014b with Psychophysics Toolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). All stimuli were viewed binocularly from 30 cm in a dark room. Viewing distance was maintained using a chin rest, and the subject’s central fixation was monitored using a webcam.

As shown in Figure 1C, five types of symbols were used in the experiment to measure the size of the visual span (see later for details): single English letters, English trigrams (strings of three letters), single Korean components (consonant and vowel letters), single Korean characters, and Korean trigrams. English letters were rendered in Courier, and Korean characters were rendered in Nanum Gothic. All English letters were lowercase and had an x-height of 3.8°. For trigrams, the center-to-center spacing between letters was 1.16 × x-width (standard spacing for Courier, approximately 5.14°). The size of the Korean characters was scaled so that the center-to-center spacing between adjacent characters was also 5.14° (Figure 1C). Images for Korean components were cut from images of Korean characters (see Appendix 1) so that their size and shape are representative of what commonly appears in Korean reading. Both English letter size and Korean character size exceeded their corresponding critical print size for reading at 10° in the lower visual field (Korean: 2.03° ± 0.18°, data from Baek, He, & Legge, 2016; English: 1.38° ± 0.18°, data from Chung, Mansfield, & Legge, 1998; mean ± SEM), so that the print size was not a limiting factor if we were to measure their reading speed.

Structure of Korean characters

Figure 1B illustrates different structures of Korean characters. There are at least two components in a character: a lead consonant letter and a vowel letter. For a character with two components, they are arranged left-right if the vowel has a major vertical bar (e.g., ‘i’ or ‘i’) or arranged top-bottom if the vowel has a major horizontal bar (e.g., ‘－’ or ‘τ’). For a character with more than two components, the third component, that is, a tail consonant letter, is always placed below the other two components regardless of the shape of the vowel.

Korean character set

In a related project, we used 900 Korean sentences to compare Korean reading speed in central and peripheral vision (Baek et al., 2016). Here, we used the most frequent 279 characters from those sentences (accounting for 90% occurrences) as our testing stimuli. In our set, 114 characters are two-component (40.9%) and the rest are three-component. We acknowledge that the set size was large when compared with English (set size = 26), but since reducing the set size would compromise the resemblance of the task to real Korean reading, we kept the set of 279 characters. To minimize the influence of set size, all of the characters were printed on hard-copy paper, and we encouraged the subjects to review the list before each testing block. Subjects were not required to memorize the list, but any out-of-set response triggered a warning, and we ran replacement trials until the response was within the set. Eleven percent of all trials were out-of-set responses.

Experimental design

Our experiment consisted of three parts (Figure 2A): pretest (Day 1), training (Days 2–5), and posttest (Day 6). Each daily session lasted for approximately 1.5 to 2 hours.

In the pre- and posttests, subjects’ visual span profiles for both Korean and English were measured (Figure 2A; see later for details). English visual-span profiles were measured in the order of single letters and trigrams. Korean visual-span profiles were measured in the order of single components, single characters, and trigrams. Whether to first measure Korean or English visual span was counterbalanced between subjects in
the pretest and reversed in the posttest for each subject (for example, Korean-English in the pretest and English-Korean in the posttest). From Day 2 to Day 5, subjects participated in training sessions, each consisting of 16 blocks of visual span measurements using Korean trigrams.

Visual span measurement

To measure the size of the visual span, we performed a letter-recognition task, similar to the task in He et al. (2013). Letters were presented in predefined slots, which were horizontally arranged on an imaginary line at 10° in the lower visual field (Figure 2B). The slot on the fixation midline was labeled 0, and left and right slots were labeled with negative and positive numbers, respectively. The center-to-center spacing between adjacent slots was approximately 5.14° (1.16° × x-width, corresponding to standard spacing in the Courier font).

As described previously, there were five different types of testing stimuli. In a single-symbol trial (English letters, Korean components, or Korean characters; Figure 2C), the subject first fixated on a dot, then pressed the space bar to initiate a trial. The symbol then appeared for 100 milliseconds, and the subject was asked to type that symbol using a keyboard. To reduce typing errors, the subject’s response was shown on the screen, and the subject was asked to confirm it. The visual feedback for typing was rendered in a different font (and also rendered in uppercase for English) to minimize its potential influence on recognition performance. Within a block, stimuli appeared eight times on each slot from −4 to 4 in a random order. In the pre- and posttests, single English letters, single Korean components, and single Korean characters were each measured in two blocks, respectively.

For English and Korean trigrams (Figure 2D), we used a partial report method instead of full report. In the beginning of a trial, there were three horizontally arranged green dots in the center of the screen. The subject fixated on the middle dot and pressed the space bar to initiate a trial. The three dots then disappeared, and the subject was asked to type the symbol that was cued by the dots. To reduce typing errors, the subject’s response was shown on the screen, and the subject was asked to confirm it. The visual feedback for typing was rendered in a different font (and also rendered in uppercase for English) to minimize its potential influence on recognition performance. Within a block, stimuli appeared eight times on each slot from −4 to 4 in a random order. In the pre- and posttests, single English letters, single Korean components, and single Korean characters were each measured in two blocks, respectively.

Figure 2. Experimental procedure and visual span measurement. (A) Experimental procedure. (B) Diagram of a visual span profile. (C) Diagram of single-symbol measurement, including English letters, Korean components, and Korean single characters. (D) Diagram of three-symbol measurement, including English and Korean trigrams.
bar to initiate the trial. A trigram appeared for 100 milliseconds. After the trigram disappeared, one of the three dots turned red, indicating the symbol to report. For example, if the left dot turned red, the subject needed to report the left symbol of the trigram. Within a block, stimuli were centered six times on each slot from –5 to 5 in a random order, with the left, middle, and right letters each being cued two times. Because slots ±5 and ±6 had fewer symbols than the other slots, only data from slots –4 to 4 were used in further analysis. English and Korean trigrams were each measured in four blocks for both the pre- and posttests. To obtain the visual span profiles, letter-recognition accuracy was plotted against letter positions (Figure 2B). We will report the average accuracy across the nine slots as a summary of the size of the visual span.

Table 1. $R_1$ and $R_2$ values before and after training, mean (SEM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korean component</td>
<td>$R_{1,K_{component}} = \text{Isolated-component accuracy (corrected for guessing)}$</td>
<td>95.5% (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{1,K_{component}} \times R_{2,K_{component}} = \text{Component accuracy within isolated characters (corrected for guessing)}$</td>
<td>88.8% (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean character</td>
<td>$R_{1,K_{character}} = \text{Isolated-character accuracy (corrected for guessing)}$</td>
<td>74.1% (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{1,K_{character}} \times R_{2,K_{character}} = \text{Character accuracy within trigrams (corrected for guessing)}$</td>
<td>35.3% (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English letter</td>
<td>$R_{1,E} = \text{Isolated-letter accuracy (corrected for guessing)}$</td>
<td>98.3% (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{1,E} \times R_{2,E} = \text{Letter accuracy within trigrams (corrected for guessing)}$</td>
<td>72.1% (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{2,E}$</td>
<td>73.3% (1.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Two-stage model for pattern recognition**

To examine the effect of crowding on the recognition of different symbol types, and to evaluate the reduction of crowding after training for both the trained and untrained symbols, we adopted a two-stage model to quantify the level of crowding (He et al., 2015).

Briefly, this model assumes that pattern recognition is a serial, independent two-stage process. At the first stage, recognition is limited by factors affecting the processing of isolated symbols. The second stage represents the additional interfering effects of nearby symbols on recognition. Each stage is characterized by its reliability, that is, the probability that the correct information is transmitted through this stage. We have built three separate models in which the first stage corresponds to recognizing single English letters, Korean components, and Korean characters. To distinguish between them, we will use subscripts $E$, $K_{component}$, and $K_{character}$, respectively when describing the corresponding reliabilities (see Table 1).

According to our model, the reliability of the first stage ($R_1$) is equal to the probability (corrected for guessing) of correctly identifying isolated symbols. We refer to the factors influencing this stage as an “acuity effect.”

The probability of recognizing the same symbol in a crowd (also corrected for guessing) is the product of the reliabilities of the two stages ($R_1 \times R_2$). For example, if the corrected-for-guessing accuracy is 90% to recognize an isolated English letter and 70% to recognize a letter in a trigram, then

$$R_{1,E} = 0.9, \quad \text{and} \quad (1)$$

$$R_{1,E} \times R_{2,E} = 0.7. \quad (2)$$

From here, $R_{2,E}$ can be computed as $0.7/0.9 = 0.78$.

Korean characters are structurally different from English letters, because they are each made up of individually identifiable components. This allows us to build two separate models for Korean characters. One model treated the recognition of individual Korean components as the first stage, where the influence of other components (within the same character) is represented in the second stage. If the recognition accuracy is 90% for an isolated component and 80% for a component in an isolated character, then $R_{1,K_{component}} = 0.9$ and $R_{2,K_{component}} = 0.8/0.9 = 0.89$.

Note that during single Korean character and Korean trigram measurements, we asked the subjects to report the identity of only the entire character, not the components. However, once we know the identity of the character, for example, 뚱, we can infer that the subject thinks the three components are 뚱, 뚱, and 뚱 and then score them based on component accuracy.

The second model for Korean treated the recognition of individual characters as the first stage, and the influence of nearby characters is represented in the second stage. According to this model, if the recognition accuracy is 70% for an isolated character and 50%
for a character in a trigram, then $R_1, K_{\text{character}} = 0.7$ and $R_2, K_{\text{character}} = 0.7/0.9 = 0.78$.

The values of $R_2$ can be interpreted as the letter recognition accuracy when Stage 1 processing is not a limiting factor, that is, when the reliability of Stage 1 is 100% ($R_1 = 1.0$). In this way, we can remove the influence of the acuity effect from the visual span and estimate the influence of within- and between-symbol crowding. The closer to 1 $R_2$ is, the less crowding there is.

**Statistical analysis**

When comparing training effects between types of symbols, we performed a $5 \times 2$ repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the average accuracy of the visual span profiles, with two within-subject factors being symbol type (English letters/English trigrams/Korean components/Korean characters/Korean trigrams) and session type (pretest/posttest). The ANOVA was performed after the proportions were remapped to $[0.025, 0.975]$ and logit-transformed, but the average recognition accuracy reported in the Results section is the original untransformed value. When evaluating the changes in crowding, we performed a $3 \times 2$ repeated-measures ANOVA on the $R_2$ values (logit-transformed), including $R_2, E$, $R_2, K_{\text{component}}$, and $R_2, K_{\text{character}}$. Two within-subject factors were symbol type (English letters/Korean components/Korean characters) and session type (pretest/posttest). If a significant interaction was found, we further analyzed the interaction using $R$ with the package phia (Post-Hoc Interaction Analysis; Martínez, 2015). If a significant interaction was not present, we removed the interaction term from our model and ran the analysis again, and then we performed post hoc comparisons using $R$ with the package multcomp. The reported $p$ values were adjusted for multiple comparisons within each analysis.

**Results**

Figure 3 shows the group-averaged progress on the recognition of Korean trigrams across the training blocks. The slope of the linear fit (accuracy against training block) was significantly larger than 0 ($p < 0.001$), indicating significant improvement as training progressed. The average accuracy of letter recognition improved from 0.32 in the first block to 0.50 in the last training block, from 0.39 on the first training day to 0.46 on the last day, and from 0.36 in the pretest to 0.45 in the posttest.

In the following sections, we will first examine how training changed the size of the visual spans for the five types of symbols, then evaluate the level of crowding using our two-stage model, and lastly investigate the influence of complexity on the size of the visual span. To preview, we found that the visual span for Korean trigrams enlarged after training, and the enlargement appeared to transfer to untrained Korean and English symbols. The two-stage model revealed that training reduced the within-character and between-character crowding in Korean recognition, as well as between-letter crowding in English letter recognition. The size of visual spans negatively correlated with the pattern complexity of the symbols and ranked as English letters $>$ Korean components $>$ Korean characters $=$ English trigrams $>$ Korean trigrams.

**Enlargement of visual span**

We first compared the visual span profiles between the pretest and the posttest for the five types of symbols. From left to right, Figure 4 shows visual span profiles for English letters, Korean components, Korean characters, English trigrams, and Korean trigrams. After training, the visual spans for Korean characters, Korean trigrams, and English trigrams all enlarged, with their profiles moving up and broadening. For English letters and Korean components, their visual spans did not exhibit any noticeable changes due to high performance in the pretest.

Figure 5 summarizes the changes in average recognition accuracy from pre- to posttest for the five types of stimuli. A repeated ANOVA of symbol type (English letters/English trigrams/Korean components/Korean characters/Korean trigrams) $\times$ session type (pretest/posttest) was performed on the logit-transformed average recognition accuracy, which represents the size of the visual span. There was no significant interaction,
so we removed the term from our model. In the updated model, we found significant main effects of symbol type, $F(4, 76) = 586.03, p < 0.001$, and session type, $F(1, 76) = 38.22, p < 0.001$. In general, the average accuracy was the highest for English letters (98.4% and 99.2% in the pre- and posttests, or 98.3% and 99.2% corrected for guessing), followed by Korean components (95.7% and 97.2%, or 95.5% and 97.1% corrected for guessing), Korean characters (74.2% and 82.4%, or 74.1% and 82.3% corrected for guessing), letters in English trigrams (73.2% and 79.1%, or 72.1% and 78.3% corrected for guessing), and characters in Korean trigrams (35.5% and 45.3%, or 35.3% and 45.1% corrected for guessing). Post hoc comparisons between the symbol types showed that the logit-transformed average accuracy (i.e., the size of visual spans) ranked as English letters > Korean components > Korean characters = letters in English trigrams > characters in Korean trigrams (“>” signs mean “significantly larger than,” and all of the adjusted $p < 0.001$).

The parallel lines in Figure 5 and the lack of interaction between symbol type and session type indicate that training enlarged the visual span for all symbol types similarly (in the logit space). Although the exact factors underlying the transfer effect remain unclear, our results suggest a rather complete transfer of training effect from the trained symbol to all other nontrained symbols. But the absolute improvement in accuracy was the largest for Korean trigrams (i.e., the trained symbol; average accuracy +9.7%), followed by Korean single characters (+8.2%), English trigrams (+5.9%), Korean components (+1.5%), and English letters (+0.8%). The differences in the absolute value of improvement are expected considering the difference in the baseline sizes of visual spans before training.

Taken together, the results showed that our training successfully enlarged the visual span for the trained symbols. More important, this training appeared to transfer to untrained English symbols. We will discuss

Figure 4. Korean and English visual span profiles before and after training. (Top) Average visual span profiles across all subjects. (Bottom) Individual data. Dashed lines and open symbols: pretest. Solid lines and filled symbols: posttest. Error bars: ±1 SEM.

Figure 5. Changes in average recognition accuracy from pre- to posttest. From the top to the bottom: English letters (red), Korean components (olive), Korean characters (green), English trigrams (blue), and Korean trigrams (magenta). Faded points: individual data, with some jitter in the horizontal direction to increase discriminability. Error bars: ±1 SEM.
the potential mechanisms underlying the training effect in the Discussion section.

The reduction of crowding

Next, we used a two-stage model (see the Methods section) to evaluate the influence of crowding. We estimated the reliability of the two stages, R1 and R2, for three types of symbols: Korean components, Korean characters, and English letters. Table 1 summarizes the calculations. R1 was equal to the corrected-for-guessing recognition accuracy when these symbols were in isolation, which we refer to as the “acuity effect.” In the pre- and posttests, $R_{1, \text{K\_component}} = 95.5\%$ and $97.1\%$, $R_{1, \text{K\_character}} = 74.1\%$ and $82.3\%$, and $R_{1, \text{E}} = 98.3\%$ and $99.2\%$, respectively. In the following paragraphs, we will focus on R2 (which reflects the influence of crowding) and its changes after training.

Figure 6 shows $R_2$ profiles for Korean components, Korean characters, and English letters in the pre- (open symbols, dashed lines) and posttests (filled symbols, solid lines).

Figure 6A illustrates the effect of within-character crowding for recognizing Korean components. $R_{2, \text{K\_component}}$ was close to 1 in both the pretest (mean value 93.2\%) and the posttest (mean value 96\%). This indicates that within-character crowding was small overall, and a small yet noticeable reduction in within-character crowding occurred after training.

Figure 6B illustrates the effect of between-character crowding on recognizing Korean characters. $R_{2, \text{K\_character}}$ was the highest on the midline and declined rapidly as the letter position moved farther away from midline, indicating more severe crowding for more eccentric locations. In the pretest, $R_{2, \text{K\_character}}$ ranged from 35.5\% to 59.3\%, with a mean of 46.6\%. In the posttest, it increased notably across almost all letter positions, ranging from 42.7\% to 62.8\% with a mean of
character crowding. The reduction of within-character crowding seemed to be larger than the reduction of within-letter crowding, and this reduction appeared to be larger than the reduction of within-character crowding.

Figure 6C shows changes of $R^2_{E}$, which reflects the effect of between-letter crowding on recognizing English letters. The profiles exhibit a very similar shape as the profiles for Korean characters in panel B but with larger $R^2$ values: In the pretest, $R^2_{E}$ ranged from 63.6% to 82.1%, with a mean of 73.3%. In the posttest, it increased notably across almost all letter positions, ranging from 66.3% to 87.6%, with a mean of 78.9%.

Figure 7 shows the changes in the average $R^2$ values across letter positions from pre- to posttest for Korean components, Korean characters, and English letters. A two-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the logit-transformed $R^2$ values, with two within-subject factors being symbol type (Korean components/Korean characters/English letters) and session type (pretest/posttest). No significant interaction was found, so we removed the term from the model. In the updated model, we found significant main effects of both symbol type, $F(2, 42) = 310.12, p < 0.001$, and session type, $F(1, 42) = 13.54, p < 0.001$. Further post hoc comparisons showed that $R^2_{K_{-\text{component}}} > R^2_{E} > R^2_{K_{-\text{character}}}$ (both of the adjusted $p < 0.001$). This indicates that crowding is the least severe between Korean components within a character, more severe for English letters within a trigram, and the most severe for Korean characters within a trigram.

After training, $R^2$ increased for all types of symbols (+2.8% for Korean components, +7.3% for Korean characters, and +5.6% for English letters). Despite the numerical differences in the improvement, the lack of an interaction between symbol type and session type indicates that training reduced crowding for all the symbols similarly, suggesting a successful transfer of training benefit from Korean to English. We did notice that the improvement in $R^2_{E}$ here was smaller than in a previous study where native English speakers were trained to read English trigrams (+13.5%, analyzed from He et al., 2013). However, because the two studies differ in various aspects such as subject group, trained symbols, reporting method (full vs. partial report), and print size, further investigation is needed to resolve the discrepancy between studies.

The influence of pattern complexity

As shown in Figure 4, the visual span profiles for English letters and Korean components were very similar and close to perfect recognition, but the profile for Korean characters was narrower and had a lower peak, indicating a smaller size. The visual span for English trigrams was similar to that for Korean characters but larger than that for Korean trigrams. To understand whether the size of the visual span is limited by physical properties of the stimuli regardless of the language, we examined the relationship between the size of the visual span and pattern complexity.

We used perimetric complexity (Attnave, Arnould, & Attnave, 1956; Pelli, Burns, Farell, & Moore-Page, 2006) to quantify pattern complexity. For a binary figure, perimetric complexity is defined as the square of the perimeter of the figure divided by the ink area of the figure:

$$\text{Perimetric Complexity} = \frac{\text{Perimeter}^2}{\text{Ink Area}}.$$ (3)

This measure of complexity “tends to capture how convoluted a character is, and is easily computed, independent of size, and additive, i.e., the perimetric complexity of two equal-area adjacent objects (considered as one) is equal to the sum of their individual complexities” (Pelli et al., 2006, p. 4648).

Figure 8 shows the relationship between average perimetric complexity of the five types of symbols and their visual span sizes before and after training. From the most simple to the most complex, the average perimetric complexity of the sets of symbols ranked as Korean components (96), English letters (102), Korean characters (243), English trigram (307), and Korean trigram (729). Their corresponding average accuracy for visual-span profiles was 95.7%, 98.4%, 74.2%, 73.2%, and 35.5% in the pretest and 97.2%, 99.2%, 82.4%, 79.1%, and 45.3% in the posttest. In most cases, more complex patterns corresponded to lower recognition accuracy, but note that there was a small reversal for Korean components and English letters: Korean components had lower complexity compared with
English letters but had slightly poorer recognition performance. This reversal may be due to the higher pattern similarity between Korean components, but as we discuss in Appendix 2, similarity does not seem to be the dominant factor explaining the difference in recognition accuracy across symbol types.

Despite this reversal, there was a high negative correlation between perimetric complexity of the sets of symbols and the average accuracy in both the pretest ($r = 0.96$) and the posttest ($r = 0.97$). The slopes for the linear regressions were $-9.6 \times 10^{-4}$ in the pretest and $-8.3 \times 10^{-4}$ in the posttest, meaning that when perimetric complexity increases by 100, average recognition accuracy will decrease by 9.6% in the pretest and 8.3% in the posttest. This indicates that pattern complexity has a negative impact on recognition performance, but training can mitigate this negative impact.

**Discussion**

In the current study, we sought to test whether training-related enlargement of the visual span transfers to untrained symbols and whether similar sensory and physical constraints limit the size of Korean and English visual spans.

**Visual span and its enlargement following training**

Our first finding is that training to read Korean characters enlarged the Korean visual span and also transferred to the English visual span. We have therefore rejected the hypothesis that training sharpened the templates for the symbols used in the training task. Then, what may explain the training-related enlargement of the visual span observed in our study?

First, can general improvement in peripheral attention alone explain the enlargement of the visual span? Selective attention has been shown to enhance visual performance on various tasks (Bashinski & Bacharach, 1980; Cameron, Tai, & Carrasco, 2002; Carrasco, Ling, & Read, 2004; Carrasco & McElree, 2001; T. Liu, Pestilli, & Carrasco, 2005), including letter recognition (Talgar, Pelli, & Carrasco, 2004). Previous studies have found concurrent improvements in both peripheral attention and peripheral letter recognition after training in peripheral vision (Lee, Kwon, Legge, & Gefroh, 2010; R. Liu & Kwon, 2016). Thus, it is possible that improved peripheral attention following training might have enhanced a person’s ability to recognize a target letter in the periphery. We, however, do not think it is likely to be the case for our study: Using a similar training protocol to ours, Lee et al. (2010) indeed examined whether or not better deployment of attention following peripheral vision training explained the training benefit (i.e., an enlargement of the visual span). Although they found significant improvements in both the deployment of attention and trigram letter recognition following the training, no correlation was found between the two (Lee et al., 2010). Furthermore, their no-training control group exhibited no significant enlargement of the visual span yet showed a significant improvement in the deployment of attention. Although we cannot rule out the potential contribution of attention in general, the findings of Lee et al. (2010) suggest that the deployment of attention is not likely to be the major contributor of the observed training effect. Nevertheless, future studies with carefully designed sham-training groups would help us further elucidate the factors mediating the training effect.

Some may argue that even in the absence of training, simply having subjects take the tests twice (i.e., test-retest benefits) might have led to the observed enlargement of the visual span. However, previous studies with similar training paradigms...
(Bernard, Arunkumar, & Chung, 2012; Chung et al., 2004; He et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010) have already shown that no-training control groups do not exhibit significant improvements from pre- to posttest (e.g., 1.1% nonsignificant improvement in average accuracy for trigram recognition; He et al., 2013), suggesting a minimal or no effect of the test-retest benefit at least for the peripheral letter-recognition studies like ours.

Although the exact mechanism underlying the training effect remains unclear, here are some potential explanations why there was a near complete transfer effect of training from Korean symbols to English symbols: One possible mechanism is that training reduced crowding by adjusting the spatial extent of the perceptual window for template matching (Sun et al., 2010). Another possibility is that the subjects became better at detecting and recognizing features that are shared across Korean and English symbols. Suchow and Pelli (2013) used carefully designed “letters” to separate feature detection and feature combination in human object recognition. They found that feature detection and combination are two independent steps for human object recognition, and both can be improved with training. When the training uses familiar patterns (such as letters and characters in our study), the improvement in recognition occurs mostly in feature detection. Therefore, instead of learning better templates for letters/characters, subjects may have learned better templates for features. Indeed, perceptual templates can be improved after training to have higher sampling efficiency and to better extract useful information for recognition in the presence of noise (Chung, Levi, & Tjan, 2005; Gold et al., 2004). If the subjects learned better templates for the most important features that overlap across symbol sets, training benefits would likely transfer between scripts as demonstrated in the current study, as well as between print sizes and visual fields as shown in previous studies (Chung et al., 2004; He et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2010). Possible shared features include line terminations and vertices, which have been shown to be crucial for English letter recognition (Fiset et al., 2008; Lanthier, Risko, Stolz, & Besner, 2009) and may also be important features for Korean recognition.

Our study examined only the transfer of training effect from Korean to English symbols, but the transfer may not be bidirectional if learning to recognize Korean and English characters involves nonoverlapping stages. Future research in the reverse direction, from English to Korean symbols, would help to better quantify the level of transfer and to further examine the relationship between task difficulty and transfer, thereby shedding light on the underlying mechanism of enlarged visual span.

**Pattern complexity influences the size of the visual span**

Our second finding is that the size of the visual span is influenced by the complexity of the pattern, regardless of the language. Below, we will discuss how complexity affects isolated and crowded pattern recognition, respectively. Another related influencing factor is the similarity of the symbols within a set, which we will discuss in Appendix 2.

Increased pattern complexity was associated with lower accuracy in recognition. For isolated symbols, complexity level ranked as English letter ≈ Korean component < Korean character, and the averaged visual-span accuracy ranked in the opposite order (i.e., Korean character < Korean component ≈ English letter). Korean characters are made up of multiple components. Components within a Korean character introduced within-character crowding, reducing the size of the visual span. This is consistent with the findings that patterns with higher complexity have larger acuity sizes (Zhang, Zhang, Xue, Liu, & Yu, 2007). Presumably, in more complex patterns, the features crowd each other, so that larger between-feature spacing (therefore larger character size) is needed to escape between-feature crowding.

For crowded symbols (English and Korean trigrams), the sizes of their visual spans were much smaller than isolated symbols because of between-symbol crowding. Judging from the values of R2_K, character and R2_E, it seems that more complex symbols (Korean characters) have a smaller second-stage reliability and are more influenced by between-symbol crowding. Other studies have also found that more complex patterns are susceptible to more severe crowding (Bernard & Chung, 2011; Wang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2009).

Our findings here suggest that complexity has a major role in determining the size of the visual span. An increase in pattern complexity is associated with a reduction in the size of the visual span, primarily because of both increased within-symbol crowding and accumulated between-symbol crowding. Whether within- and between-symbol crowding have different neural origins remains to be investigated.

**Conclusion**

Our conclusion is that the training to recognize scripts for one language can enlarge its visual span, and the improvement transfers to another language, possibly because of shared features between scripts. The visual span describes a presymbolic constraint on pattern recognition. Its size is mainly influenced by
physical properties of the pattern such as perimetric complexity and pattern similarity and sensory constraints such as crowding, in a similar way across languages.

*Keywords:* visual span, reading, pattern complexity, pattern recognition, crowding
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Appendix 1. Korean stimuli

Although Korean components can be directly “typed” onto the backdrop in MATLAB and cut using the default bounding box for the specified size (282 pixel [W] by 345 pixel [H]), we did not adopt this method. Our concern was that components typed in this way were generally larger than they appear in characters (for example, versus the upper-right component in the character 애 and thus would not allow us to test the real acuity limit for Korean recognition. We therefore first generated images of Korean characters and then cut component images from them. Because of the variations in the structure of the characters (two or three components, vertical or horizontal), the components within a character could vary in size and shape. A component in a two-component character may appear bigger than the same component in a three-component character (for example, the component 료 in 애 versus in 애). To make sure that we could test the acuity limit in recognizing Korean characters, we chose three-letter characters to cut our testing images of Korean letters.
When generating the characters for cutting consonants, we kept the vowel and the tail components unchanged while varying only the lead consonant. Similarly, when generating the characters for cutting vowels, we kept the lead and the tail consonants unchanged while varying only the vowel. In this way, we intended to minimize the influence of letter configuration on the shape of the components we cut.

Appendix 2. Pattern similarity

In addition to complexity, the similarity between stimuli in the symbol sets also influences recognition. Similarity within a given symbol set is sometimes defined functionally by a confusion matrix between the items in the set. Theoretical confusion matrices derived from pairwise similarity scores can largely explain the legibility of visual or tactile symbols (Loomis, 1990) and the decrease in legibility for degraded visual symbols (Kwon & Legge, 2013). The similarity between alternatives is also a good predictor of the contrast threshold for a template-matching ideal observer (Pelli et al., 2006). For human observers recognizing crowded targets, higher target-flanker similarity results in more identification errors and mislocation (reporting the correct identity of a flanker instead of the target) errors (Bernard & Chung, 2011). It is thus important to consider the role of similarity when interpreting our results. We quantified the similarity for each symbol set by computing the average pairwise Euclidean distance in pixel space (Gervais, Harvey, & Roberts, 1984). There are more advanced models (Loomis, 1990) or empirical methods to quantify similarity, but we adopted Euclidean distance as a purely physical measure for its parallel nature with perimetric complexity.

Here we found that although Korean components had slightly lower perimetric complexity than English letters (96 vs. 102), recognition performance was slightly worse than that for English letters (averaged accuracy 95.7% vs. 98.4% before training; significantly different after transformation; see the Results section). There was a higher similarity (i.e., smaller Euclidean distance) between Korean components and English letters (Figure A2-1). For Korean component recognition, when compared with English letter recognition,
the disadvantage of higher similarity seemed to offset the potential benefit of smaller perimetric complexity.

To determine the best predictors for recognition accuracy, we ran a multiple regression model in which mean perimetric complexity, pattern similarity (mean Euclidean distance), and stimulus type (isolated/trigram) were entered as predictors. Here we report just the results from the pretest data as the posttest data showed a similar pattern of results. As expected, complexity was a significant contributor ($p < 0.001$): Recognition accuracy decreased with increased complexity. But neither similarity nor being a trigram had any effect on recognition accuracy ($p > 0.5$). This point was further highlighted in Figure A2-1: The within-set similarities for English letters and Korean characters are both smaller than that for Korean components, but English letters were recognized better than Korean components. It is possible that our design lacked power to detect a potential effect of similarity, and the unequal set size makes it more difficult to interpret the results. But it appears that the average within-set pattern similarity did not play a major role in determining the recognition performance of the stimuli tested in the current study.

Although we discuss here the effect of complexity and similarity separately, they often interact in real-world situations. For example, natural scripts with higher complexity are often found to have less similarity (Pelli et al., 2006). To separate their effects, carefully controlled paradigms are needed.

Figure A2-1. Distribution of similarity scores (pairwise Euclidean distance). Each profile shows the distribution of pairwise Euclidean distance of two symbols within a set. The larger the Euclidean distance, the less similar they are. Red, English letters. Green, Korean characters. Blue, Korean components.